Empowering Practitioners to design, view changes, and place orders with the click of a button...

- Make real-time quadrant-specific changes
- Modify haptics, sagittal height, and base curve independently for more accurate endpoints
- View graphical representation of the design and any changes you make
- Track the progress of your fit
- Issue scleral lens Rx

Empowering Practice Staff to track patient accounts and orders with the click of a button...

- Easily track the end of 90-day fitting period with unlimited exchanges
- Track status of lens orders and real-time shipment tracking information
- Order replacement lenses
- View and print invoices
- Make secure payments

Putting the power of lens design into your hands with an intuitive, web-based fitting and order management system with no additional fees.

Offers practitioners and practice staff:

- Increased practice efficiency
- Ability to manage all of your patients’ orders and fit exchange periods in one place
- Real-time design modifications
FIRST TO LAUNCH AND ALLOW CLINICIANS TO SEE
REAL-TIME QUADRANT-SPECIFIC CHANGES WITH GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATIONS

Modify each quadrant as needed

1

Modify Sag as needed
• Central Clearance
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Modify Base Curve as needed
• Peripheral corneal clearance into limbal area
• FitConnect will show you the changes in microns
3
Features:

- **SplineCurve Technology**
  For parameter change independence.

- **SmartChannel™ Technology**
  Facilitating fits over anatomical obstacles.

- **SmartSight™ Technology**
  Provides superior quantitative and qualitative vision with built-in front surface eccentricity and custom HOA correction.

- **Smart360™ Technology**
  Empirical fitting with industry profilometers delivers your scan data directly to our manufacturing lab.

Patient-Generated Feedback:

- **MyFitReport®** Allows you to evaluate product performance and patient satisfaction through patient-generated health data (PGHD).
  - Practitioners receive individual patient results reports.
  - Patients receive a complimentary scleral lens emergency kit for their participation.

Ongoing Assistance Program:

- **FitAssist®** Provides free vouchers that enable you to support patients with financial barriers:
  - Consistent with our not-for-profit mission, FitAssist reduces financial barriers for patients. Practices receive a voucher for every 12 patients fit.